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COMMENTS AND REVIEWS 
IMPRESSIONISM -SOME SPECULATIONS 

ITH regard to the actual production of 
verse, to the making of its form or even the 

evolutions of its rhythms, who would dare be 
exact? But, with prose, that conscious and 
workable medium, it is a very different matter. 

One finds a subject somewhere; immediately the mind 
gets to work upon the "form," blocks out patches of 
matter, of dialogue, of description. 

If the function of the subject be to grow into a short 
story, one will start with a short, sharp, definite sentence 
so as to set the pace: "Mr. Lamotte," one will write, 
"returned from fishing. His eyes were red, the ends of 
his collar pressed open, because he had hung down his 
head in the depth of his reflection . 

Or, if it is to be a long short story, we shall qualify 
the sharpness of the opening sentence and damp it down, 
as thus: "When, on a late afternoon of July, Mr. Lamotte. 
walked up from the river with his rod in his hand . . 

Or again, if the subject seems one for a novel, we 
begin: "Mr. Lamotte had resided at the Brown House for 
sixteen years. The property consisted of six hundred 
and twenty acres, of which one hundred and forty were 
park-land intersected by the river Torridge," and so on. 

We shall proceed to "get in" Mr. Lamotte and his prop 
erty and his ancestry and his landscape and his society. 
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We shall think about these things for a long time and with 
an absolute certainty of aim; we shall know what we 
want to do and, to the measure of the light vouchsafed, 
we shall do it. 

tut, with verse I just do not know: I do not know 
anything at all. As far as I am concerned, it just comes. 
I hear in my head a vague rhythm. . . . I know that 
I would very willingly cut off my right hand to have 
written the Wallfahrt nach Kevelaer of Heine, or Im Moos 
by Annette von Dreste. I would give almost anything 
to have written almost any modern German lyric, or 
some of the ballads of my friend Levin Schiicking 
These fellows, you know . . . they sit at their 
high windows in German lodgings; they lean out; it is 
raining steadily. Opposite them is a shop where herring 
salad, onions and oranges are sold. A woman with a red 
petticoat and a black and grey check shawl goes into the 
shop and buys three onions, four oranges and half a kilo 
of herring salad . . . And there is a poem! Hang it 
all-there is a poem! 

But this is England - this is Campden Hill and we 
have a literary jargon in which we must write. We must 
write in it or every word will "swear" 

Denn nach Koln am Rheine 
Gehl die Procession . . .. 

"For the procession is going to Cologne on the Rhine." 
You could not use the word procession in an English 
poem. It would not be literary. Yet when those lines 
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are recited in Germany people weep over them. I have 
seen fat Frankfurt bankers weeping when the Wallfahrt 
was recited in a red plush theatre with gilt cherubs all 
over the place . 

I may really say that, for a quarter of a century, I 
have kept before me one unflinching aim - to register 
my own times in terms of my own time, and still more 
to urge those who are better poets and better prose 
writers than myself to have the same aim. I suppose 
I have been pretty well ignored; I find no signs of my being 
taken seriously. It is certain that my conviction would 
gain immensely as soon as another soul could be found to 
share it. But for a man mad about writing this is a soli 
tary world, and writing - you cannot write about writing 

without using foreign words - is a me'tier de chien. . 
It is somewhat a matter of diction. In France, upon 

the whole, a poet -and even a quite literary poet - 
can write in a language that, roughly speaking, any hatter 
can use. In Germany, the poet writes exactly as he 
speaks. And these facts do so much towards influencing 
the poet's mind. If we cannot use the word procession 
we are apt to be precluded from thinking about proces 
sions. Now processions (to use no other example) are 
very interesting and suggestive things, and things that 
are very much part of the gnat-dance that modern life 
is. Because, if a people has sufficient interest in public 

matters to join in huge processions it has reached a cer 
tain stage of folk-consciousness. If it will not or cannot 
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do these things it is in yet other stages. Heine's proces 
sion was, for instance, not what we should call a pro 
cession at all. With us there are definite types: there 
is the king's procession at Ascot; there are processions 
in support of women's suffrage or against it; those in 
support of Welsh disestablishment or against it. But 
the procession of Koln was a pilgrimage . 

Organized state functions, popular expressions of 
desire, are one symptom; pilgrimage another; but the 
poet who ignores them all three is to my thinking lost; 
since, in Qne way or another, they embrace the whole of 
humanity and are mysterious, hazy and tangible . 
A poet of a sardonic turn of mind will find sport in describ 
ing how, in a low pot-house, an emissary of a skilful 
government will bribe thirty ruffians at five shillings a 
head to break up and so discredit a procession in favor 
of votes for women; yet another poet may describe how 
a lady in an omnibus, with a certain turn for rhetoric, 
will persuade the greater number of the other passengers 
to promise to join the procession for the saving of a church; 
another will become emotionalised at the sight of the 
Sword of Mercy borne by a peer after the Cap of Main 

tenance borne by yet another . . . And believe me 
to be perfectly sincere when I say that a poetry whose 
day cannot find poets for all these things is a poetry that 
is lacking in some of its members. 

So at least, I see it. Modern life is so extraordinary, 
so hazy, so tenuous, with still such definite and concrete 
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spots in it, that I am forever on the look-out for some 
poet who shall render it with all its values. I do not 
think that there was ever, as the saying is, such a chance 
for a poet; I am breathless, I am agitated at the thought 
of having it to begin upon. And yet I am aware that I 
can do nothing, since with me the writing of verse is not 
a conscious art. It is the expression of an emotion, and 
I can so often notfput my emotions into any verse . 

I should say, to put a personal confession on record, 
that the very strongest emotion, at any rate of this class, 
that I have ever had was when I first went to the Shepherd's 
Bush Exhibition and came out on a great square of white 
buildings all outlined with lights. There was such a lot 
of light - and I think that what I hope for in Heaven is 
an infinite clear radiance of pure light! There were 
crowds and crowds of people - or no, there was, spread 
out beneath the lights; an infinite moving mass of black, 
\with white faces turned up to the light, moving slowly, 
quickly, not moving at all, being obscured, reappearing... 

I know that the immediate reflection will come to al 
most any reader that this is nonsense or an affectation. 
"How," he will say, "is any emotion to be roused by the 
mere first night of a Shepherd's Bush exhibition? Poetry 
is written about love; about country lanes; about the 
singing of birds" . . . I think it is not -not now 
a-days. We are too far from these things. What we are 
in, that which is all around us, is the Crowd -the 
Crowd blindly looking for joy or for that most pathetic 
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of all things, the good time. I think that that is why I 
felt so profound an emotion on that occasion. It must 
have been the feeling - not the thought - of all these 
good, kind, nice people, this immense Crowd suddenly 
let loose upon a sort of Tom Tiddler's ground to pick 
up the glittering splinters of glass that are Romance; 
hesitant but certain of vistas of adventure, if no more 
than the adventures of their own souls; like cattle in a 
herd suddenly let into a very rich field and hesitant 
before the enamel of daisies, the long herbage, the rushes 
fringing the stream at the end. 

I think pathos and poetry are to be found beneath 
those lights and in those sounds -in the larking of the 
anaemic girls, in the shoulders of the women in evening 
dress, in the idealism of a pickpocket slanting through a 
shadow and imagining himself a hero whose end will be 
wealth and permanent apartments in the Savoy Hotel. 
For such dreamers of dreams there are. 

That indeed appears to me -and I am writing as 
seriously as I can - the real stuff of the poetry of our 
day. Love in country lanes, the song of.birds, moonlight 
- these the poet, playing for safety, and the critic trying 
to find something safe to praise, will deem the sure cards 
of the poetic pack. They seem the safe things to senti 
mentalise over, and it is taken for granted that sentiment 
alising is the business of poetry. It is not, of course. 
Upon the face of it the comfrey under the hedge may seem 
a safer card to play, for the purposes of poetry, than the 
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portable zinc dustbin left at dawn for the dustman to 
take. 

But it is not really; for the business of poetry is not 
sentimentalism so much as the putting of certain realities 
in certain aspects. The comfrey under the hedge, judged 
by these standards, is just a plant; but the ash-bucket 
at dawn is a symbol of poor humanity, of its aspirations, 
its romance, its ageing and its death. The ashes represent 
the sociable fires, the god of the hearth of the slum 
bering dawn populations; the orange peels with their 
bright colors represent all that is left of a little party 
of the night before, when an alliance between families 
may have failed to be cemented or, being accomplished, 
may prove a disillusionment or a temporary paradise. 
The empty tin of infant's food stands for birth; the torn 
scrap of a doctor's prescription for death. Yes, even if 
you wish to sentimentalise, the dustbin is a much safer 
card to play than the comfrey plant. And, similarly, 
the anaemic shop-girl at the exhibition, with her bad 
teeth and her cheap black frock, is safer than Isolde. 
She is more down to the ground and much more touching. 

Or, again, there are the symbols of the great fine 
things that remain to us. Many of us might confess to 
being unable to pass Buckingham Palace when the 
Royal Standard is flying on the flagstaff without a very 
recognizable emotion equivalent to the journalist's 
phrase, a "catching at the throat." For there are sym 
bols of aspiration everywhere. The preposterous white 
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papier-mache fountain is a symbol, so are the preposterous 
gilded gates, so are the geraniums and the purplish-grey 
pencil of Westminster Cathedral tower that overhangs 
the palace. There are, upon the standard, three leopards 
passant which are ancient and suggestive things; there 
is the lion rampant which is pretentious, and a harp 

which is a silly sort of thing to have upon a flag. But it 
is rich spot; a patch of colour that is left to us. As the 

ugly marquis said of the handsome footman: "Mon 
dieu, comme nous les faisons - et comme ils nous font!" 

For, papier-mache and passant leopards and all, these 
symbols are what the Crowd desires, and what they 
stand for made the Crowd what it is. And the absurd, 
beloved traditions continue. The excellent father of a 
family in jack-boots, white breeches, sword, helmet 
strap, gauntlets, views the preparation of his accoutre 
ments, and the flag that he carries before his regiment, as 
something as much a part of his sacred profession as, to a 
good butler, is the family plate. That is an odd, mysteri 
ous human thing, the stuff for poetry. 

We might confess again to having had emotions at 
the time of the beginning of the South African war 
we were, say, in the gallery at Drury Lane and the 
audience were all on fire. We might confess to having had 
emotions in the Tivoli Music Hall when, just after a low 
comedian had "taken off" Henry VIII, it was announced 
that Edward VII was dying, and the whole audience 
stood up and sang God Save the King -as a genuine 
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hymn, that time. We may have had similar emotions at 
seeing the little Prince of Wales standing unsteadily 
on a blue foot-stool at the coronation, a young boy in his 
Garter robes - or at a Secret Consistory at the Vatican 
when the Holy Father ceremonially whispered to one 
Cardinal or another . 

War-like emotions, tears at the passing of a sovereign, 
being touched at the sight of a young prince or a sover 
eignly pontifical prisoner of the Vatican - this is perhaps 
the merest digging out of fossils from the bed of soft 
clay that the Crowd is. God knows we may "just de 
spise" democracy or the writing of Laureate's odes; 
but the putting of the one thing in juxtaposition with the 
other, that seems to me to be much more the business 
of the poet of today than setting down on paper what he 
thinks about the fate of Brangaene, not because any 
particular "lesson" may be learned, but because such 
juxtapositions suggest emotions. 

For myself, I have been unable to do it; I am too old 
perhaps or was born too late - anything you like. But 
there it is - I would rather read a picture in verse of the 
emotions and environment of a Googe Street anarchist 
than recapture what songs the syrens sang. That after 
all was what Franqois Villon was doing for the life of his 
day, and I should feel that our day was doing its duty 
by posterity much more surely if it were doing something 
of the sort. 
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Can it then be done? In prose of course it can. But, 
in poetry? Is there something about the mere framing of 
verse, the mere sound of it in the ear, that it must at once 
throw its practitioner or its devotee into an artificial frame 
of mind? Verse presumably quickens the perceptions of 
its writer as does hashish or ether. But must it neces 
sarily quicken them to the perception only of the senti 
mental, the false, the hackneyed aspects of life? Must 
it make us, because we live in cities, babble incessantly 
of green fields; or because we live in the twentieth century 
must we deem nothing poetically good that did not take 
place before the year 1603 ? 

This is not saying that one should not soak oneself 
with the Greek traditions; study every fragment of 
Sappho; delve ages long in the works of Bertran de Born; 
translate for years like the minnelieder of Walther von 
der Vogelweide; or that we should forget the bardic 
chants of Patric of the Seven Kingdoms . . . Let us 
do anything in the world that will widen our perceptions. 

We are the heirs of all the ages. But, in the end, I feel 
fairly assured that the purpose of all these pleasant 
travails is the right appreciation of such facets of our 
own day as God will let us perceive. 

I remember seeing in a house in Hertford an American 
cartoon representing a dog pursuing a cat out of the 
door of a particularly hideous tenement house and be 
neath this picture was inscribed the words: "This is life 
one damn thing after another." Now I think it would be 
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better to be able to put that sentiment into lyric verse 
than to remake a ballad of the sorrows of Cuchulain or 
to paraphrase the Book of Job. I do not mean to say that 
Job is not picturesque; I do not mean to say that it is not a 
good thing to have the Book of the Seven Sorrows of 
-whom you will in the background of your mind or even 
coloring your outlook. But it is better to see Life in terms 
of one damn thing after another, vulgar as is the phrase 
ology or even the attitude, than to render it in terms of 
withering gourds and other poetic paraphernalia. It is, 
in fact, better to be vulgar than affected, at any rate if 
you practice poetry. 

Ford Madox Hueffer 

Odes et Prie'res, par Jules Romains. Mercure de France, 
Paris. 
Monsieur Romains is one of the most interesting of 

Parisian poets, well acclaimed. The Mouvement Unani 
miste? - it is Romains. The movement would seem to be, 
primarily, philosophic, or, as Romains himself proclaims 
it, "religious." It is the adoration of the group unit or 
something of that sort. The Japanese state religion is 
perhaps its closest prototype, but these good orientals 
do not allow this to infect their art. If it be permitted a 
foreigner to decry what the French have themselves 
accepted, I should say, with all respect, that the poetry 
actually produced by the Unanimistes has at least one 
blemish, from the point of view of the craftsman. As a 
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